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ABSTRACT

An analysis of the BRST approach to numive and massles* gauge fields of any
spin and symmetry it presented. Previous results on manleu gauge fields ate extended
to totally antisymmetric maasless tensors and Kahler-Dirac particles. Two methods for
arriving at a BRST invariant, massive theory from the corresponding maasless one are
discussed. The first allows for an interpretation in terms of dimensional reduction, while
the second keeps the BRST operator of the massless theory, but employs gauge invariant
fields.



1. INTRODUCTION

Through the years there have been various attempts at setting down the free the-
ories of bosonk and fermionic fields of any spin and permutation symmetry [l]. Recently,
Ouvry and Stern have managed to present a covariant free theory for booonic masslesg
gauge fields of any Bpin and permutation symmetry [2]. An almost identical construction
was given independently by Bengtason [3]. As is emphasized in both of these works, string
theory may also be viewed as an attempt to find consistent and gauge invariant actions
for higher spin fields. In this case the spectrum includes massive and matsless particles,
the masses determined by the Virasoro Algebra.

Consistent interacting theories with higher spin, are even in shorter supply. Ex-
tending the results of [2], the authors of Ref. J4] were able to develop interacting theories
for arbitrary spin masstess gauge bosons, with the introduction of a vertex, similar, though
much simpler to that encountered in string field theory. Bengtsson [5] has partially de-
rived an appropriate vertex, which is shown to include the cubic Yang-Mills interaction.
Of course the theory of strings is also believed to unify different interacting spin states in
a consistent manner. The methods of [2,3,4,5) have the bonus of yielding theories in any
dimension (not some critical dimensions a la string theory) and also, while to some extent
paralleling the formal derivations of string actions and invariances (in particular the BRST
operators), are much simpler to deal with. The drawbacks are a lack of a clear geometric
interpretation (especially with regards to the vertex) and the fact that all fields are taken
to be massless.

In Ref. [2] there is an important role played by a particular algebra (Eqs. (4)
below) and the corresponding BRST operator (Eq. 8). In this note we will show how by
a change of the representation of the generators involved it is possible to obtain directly,
the appropriate action for totally antisymmetric massless gauge fields as we will explain
this is somewhat cumbersome in the original formulation) and also in a less natural way
the Kahler equation for a massless fermion *). Because of the dexterity of this algebraic
construction, we extend it to the case of massive gauge fields, by simply adding a mass term
to the BRST operator and seeing what extra generators are needed to ensure nilpotency.
Under rather mild conditions we find that a unique massive BRST operator emerges, which
may be interpreted as the dimensional reduction of the original. This is consistent with the
recent results in [6] that the massive higher spin totally symmetric or totally antisymmetric
bosonic theories may be correctly obtained by the dimensional reduction of the massless
action. As the considerations made here are algebraic the results (that massive actions
may be obtained by dimensional reduction) also hold in the case of fermionic gauge fields
as presented in [7].

That this is possible became clear in conversations with Matthias Blau, to whom we are
indebted.

We then briefly discuss how one is able to retain the original massless BRST
operator, but by modifying the fields, still write down a gauge invariant massive theory.
This is adequate for the totally antisymmetric tensors, but works only up to (and including)
rank two for totally symmetric ones. The method though is also applicable in the free
bosonic string field theory as shown in the text. Finally a short discussion on interactions
follows.

We begin by briefly reviewing the salient features of [2]. The complete set of high
spin fields are collected together in a string like vector in the Fock space spanned by a set
of covariant operators,

\A >= A(x)|O (1)

(2)

This Fock space is extended to include two real Grassman operators (r;n, £„) for each a£.
With these one may associate an SU(1,1) algebra (7±,r3) with a gradation provided by
the fermionic operators (G+,G_). These are realized as

G+ = E(a+ • d £ - an • dVn)

(3)

with

The algebra is

, *+ |0 >= £+|0 >= 0.

[r±,G±]=o

One now introduces an isoscalar (under SU(1,1)) \tpn > which is expanded in a general
power series in rjn and £„. The action for massless particles is,

= < G+T_G+|

with invariance
> =

(5)

(6)



where jHi/2 > is the T$ = —1/2 component of an isodoublet. Eq. (5) is reexpressed in
terms of a. first order BRST Lagrangian (details may be found in [2]).

L= I M<xo,6\Qo\Xo,9>,

where S is a new real Grassman variable, the BRST operator is

Qo = -Sd + -rrT+ + G+

and

Nilpotency of Qo is independent of spacetime dimension, and
component of an isodoublet. The transformations (6) are

> =

with \A.,t > also the Ta = — 1/2 component of an isodoublet.

> is the

(8)

(9)

= -1 /2

(10)

It is clear from the construction that to deal with only totally symmetric gauge
fields is straightforward. One keeps only one oscillator a" in (l) and subsequent formulae.
On the other hand, to deal with totally antisymmetric tensors one needs at least two
covariant operators, and then the appropriate fields must be disentagted out of (1) and
(5). A simple alternative is to introduce Grassmann covariant operators

(11)

Then realize G+ as
G+ = b+.d£+ -b.dri etc., (12)

where £ and r) are now bosonic operators and T±3 keep the same form as in (3) in these
operators. The algebra (4) is stilt satisfied, and one follows through the arguments previ-
ously presented without alteration. Taking |^0 > to be a singlet is now very important; it
terminates the potentially infinite expansion in £ and T; at the first term,

>= \A >= Ao\0 (13)

also |iji > as a T3 = —1/2 component of an isodoublet is as always £\4>o > f° r i Grassmann
or even. Now (5) may be written as

L=< A\-d2- -db-d\A>

or at the n th level
-A- d*A- n{3 • A) • {d • A).
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(14)

(15}

where • denotes contraction of Lorenti indices. This is dearly the gauge invariant action
for antisymmetric tensors of rank n. The gauge parameter in (10) must now be chosen as
\kf8 >= €|A0 > +0^-6 • d|A0 > to ensure |(/)0 > remains an isosinglet.

To describe the Kihler equation for a fermion [8], it is easiest to look at the
equations of motion that follow from (T)

= 0. (16)

Now if one restricts ones attention to \<f> >= 0 states and further represents G+ by G+ —
i(d + S), T+ = 1, then Q% = 0 and (16) become the Kahler equations. Unfortunately, this
is not directly in line with the Ouvry-Stern construction.

3. MODIFYING THE BRST OPERATOR

A first attempt at modifying Qo would be simply to replace it with

However Qi is not nilpotent, indeed

We demand that the BRST operator have the general form

(17)

(18)

(19)

so that it is nilpotent, and that as m —» 0, Q -> Qo smoothly. All the K( must be local
operators and K\ has no part proportional to the unit matrix as this would simply change
the value of the mass. Before proceeding to determine the Ki, let us consider the mass
dimensions of the generators, they are

= - 1 . (20)

We see that K3 - ^ or yr. . . , the first we do not allow by the requirement that Q -* Qo,
the second would imply a nonlocal operator and so on. Hence Kt is set to zero.

The demand that Q3 vanish leads to the following equations:

(21)



- 2 m a T +

2m[KltK+]+2\G+,Kl] =

{K+,K+} + 2m{G+,K+ = 0

(22)

(23)

(24)

From the algebra (4) (or directly from the realization (3)) one can see that G+ ~ d so
given the mass dimensions of K + and Kt and the m —> 0 requirements it is clear that (23)
and (24) split into

(23a)

(236)

(24a)

0. (24V)

Now for (24fc') to be an algebra equation, and covariant, we must put Ki = 0 ( a nonco-
variant choice could be Ki = n^d^ for some vector n^). The Jf+ algebra is then

(246)

There is in fact a very simple realization of K+, given by

\dn,d+] = 6nm. (25)

With such a realization Q may be obtained directly from Qo via dimensional reduction
from d+l dimensions to d via M d + 1 -» Md x S' and with only one massive mode retained.
The following correspondences need to be made:

Then on dimensional reduction

G+ -* G+ + imK+

This is essentially the unique massive BUST operator that arises from modifying the mass-
less one as in (19) and the corresponding massive theory may be obtained by dimensional
reduction of the massless theory (7), In the case of one oscillator the fields in (1) are totally
symmetric. The authors of Ref. [Si, have shown that for totally symmetric fields subject to
a double trace constraint (for spin > 4), the masBless action (7) (or (5)) upon dimensional

reduction leads to traceless, transverse, massive fields with the correct equation of motion,
and with auxiliary fields equivalent to those of Singh and Hagen [l|.

There is an operator that plays the role of a double trace in our construction,
in ( d + l dimensions) (see also [3]). The "contraction" operator is simpler here than the
corresponding object in |3] because the states are isoscalar in [2], while they are more
general in [3]:

with the properties that \T±s, C] = \Qo,C] = 0. (In fact the only such object quadratic in
the operators). One is then able to consistently set

(27)

with residual gauge invariance (10), but now with the gauge parameter restricted by

C|A,ff>=0 (28)

For one oscillator |^o > = l>* > +ti\B > and (27) implies \B >= -^(a.a)\A > and
(a.a)\B >= 0. The first condition allows us to re-write (5) in Curtrights jl] form as used
in [6] and [2], while the second condition is the required double trace. Hence for totally
symmetric fields we are able to reproduce the results of [6]. Furthermore, it was also shown
in [6] that the dimensional reduction of the gauge invariant action for totally antisymmetric
tensors (as in our Eq. (15)) also leads to the correct massive theory. And we reproduce
these results with the representation (11) and (12).

It is very tempting to conjecture then that the massive theories obtained in this
way, for any permutation symmetry, with the condition (27), are the correct minimal
theories (only having the required spin). Unfortunately because of the combinatorics
involved this is difficult to prove. A more positive attitude would be that the reason
that the dimensional reduction programme works is that there is an associated (nilpotent)
BRST formulation.

3. MODIFYING THE FIELDS

Rather than modifying the BRST operator, one can define gauge invariant fields
for which a mass term will automatically be invariant under the original BRST transfor-
mations. Introduce a gauge invariant field as

with the transformation rule for \E,$ >,

(30)



ensuring that S\x,S > = 0. We note that Eq. (7) may be written as

L = jdff < x,«\Qo\x,9 >

as QQ = 0. A gauge invariant mass term is formed by

Lm =-m* J M <

= - m 2 Jd9[< Xo,

(31)

>]• (32)

Let us analyze the two cases, totally antisymmetric and totally symmetric tensors sepa-
rately. For the totally antisymmetric case, |E,fl > must be further restricted to be of the
form

as explained in the discussion after Eq. (15); (33) ensures that ]^o > remains an isosinglet.
With this restriction one arrives at in components precisely the dimensionally reduced
massive equation that follows from (15), in full agreement with our previous results. That
this should be the case may be understood in the following way. Beginning with a totally
antisymmetric tensor of rank n in d+1 dimensions in d dimensions one finds this tensor and
exactly one rank n — 1 tensor. This is also the field content of (31) and (32). Furthermore,
in both gauge invariant schemes the rank n tensor transforms in the same way.

In the case of the rank (n — 1) field £0, there is an extra gauge invariance above
that is shown in (30). Clearly shifting |E,0 > by Qo\X,8 > does not affect matters in (29),
though |A,S > must be chosen so as to preserve the form of |E,0 > in (33). This may be
achieved by taking

which together with (30) yield the following transformation for }Eo >

<5|E0 >= |AQ > +b-d\X0 >

this too is in agreement with the results of [6j and the dimensional reduction in Sec. 2

For totally symmetric tensors, the restriction on |£,0 > is a little different. In this
case there are no 8 dependent terms in \Z,8 > or \\,8 > as the highest isospin multiplet
is T. — j - One therefore takes

i £ , o > = e i £ o > . <34)

The theory that arises in this way leads to the correct set of auxiliary fields only up to
and including rank 2 tensors. The field content is a rank n tensor A, a rank n — 1 tensor

E and a rank n — 2 tensor B. However in describing massive theories of rank n a rank
n - 3 tensor is also required {9, and the last reference in l]. The construction outlined
above is lacking this extra field for rank 3 and higher. While it is unsatisfactory in this
regard, the scheme does allow for the interesting possibility of having different masses at
different levels. As the \\,$ > fields themselves are gauge invariant, one inserts Into (32)
an operator that projects out a particular level in a guage invariant manner, namely

) < xJWi\0> 8 <0\Nf\x-l8 >, (35)

where N; picks out the Ith level and the field content at that level, that is wanted. The
close analogy between the work of [2, 3] and string field theory tells us that this scheme
works there also. In the proceeding replace Qn by the BRST operator of the bosonic string,
8 becomes the Co ghost and \xo,9 > becomea the string ket \A > [10]. The analogous
massive action would be

L =< A\Q0\A > + ^->(<J. \NtC0\A >) a (36)

For example to change the tachyon mass (and not to alter any other masses) one would
need to let JV; = 1.

The real problem of course is to see how this could also be achieved in an inter-
acting string field theory. That is beyond the scope of this paper.

4. INTERACTIONS

An interacting action for massless gauge invariant fields of any permutation sym-
metry has been constructed along the lines of this paper in [4], and some partial results for
an alternative vertex are to be found in [5] (though this alternative is important in that
the Yang-Mills cubic interaction is obtained!). Because we may view massive theories as
the dimensional reduction of the corresponding massless theory, we may just accept the
results of [4] and dimensional reduce. What was not addressed in [4] is the implementation
of the double trace constraint (26). That this commutes with the vertex is easy to see in
that C is made up of annihilation operators as is the vertex. Hence as C also commutes
with the BRST operator Q, one may consistently impose the double trace condition on
the states.

An interesting possibility is to also construct a vetex with the Grassmann covari-
ant operators, as we have done for the free theory of antisymmetric tensors.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Throughout this work we have looked at different possibilities that arise in the
BRST invariant theories of massless and massless bosonic fields. Clearly, one may follow
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all the steps outlined above to deal with fermkmic fields as developed in [7]. Furthermore,
the construction and algebra is seen to be useful in a variety of situations. In particular
leading us to the conclusion that massive gauge invariant actions, should arise through
dimensional reduction and that there is a BR.ST symmetry governing this. Further study
is required to see if the double trace condition (26) realty does lead to the minimal set
of auxiliary fields required for the particular permutation symmetry. We would like to
reiterate that completely analogous considerations are applicable in models of half integer
spin [7],
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